KENSINGTON POLICE PROTECTION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT
Dear Fellow Board Members, General Manager, & Public,
Below are some thoughts as they relate to the minutes policy of 4140.3 & 4140.1.5‡ and the
proposed abandonment of the older detailed “deliberative” Summary minute policy.
I should point out that there is limited monetary savings in stripping detail from the minutes,
relative to most KPPCSD operations (as demonstrated with some basic accounting estimations –
A-series).
In response to the argument that the video/audio recordings are sufficient replacements to
written detail, I point out several issues that have been glossed over:
-

− Navigating is neither practical nor trivial without significant indexing – it is relatively time
consuming to find a specific agenda topic in a ~3 hour video, even with fast-forwarding.
− Any viewing is dependent on a working internet connection and/or electronic device.
− They are not readily searchable based on keywords or statements.
− Audio clarity has been a known issue

In contrast, detailed written minutes:
-

• Can be rapidly skimmed – allowing people to scan or read at depth depending on their goal,
and providing a significantly lower barrier-to-entry for new people to inform themselves.
• Naturally have events/details indexed based on agenda item.
• Is compatible with direct keyword searching on discussion elements, quotes, names, ect.
• Exist as both hardcopy and digital forms – making access significantly easier.
• Can be directly annotated, marked up, and retained as part of the reading process.

I again should stress, that the written minutes are the only real historical record of Board
activities/discussions that is retained by the KPPCSD in perpetuity (B-series), per our retention
policy. Anything not in the minutes is officially lost with time.
Beyond allowing citizens to track the evolution of the town and see how different Boards
approached problems, retaining a detailed record of how and why issues were addressed in a
certain way enhances the District’s long-term decision-making ability by providing historical
lessons or context to draw upon.
Finally, from a governance philosophy standpoint, the minute policy is one of the fundamental
declarations about the degree of operational transparency and decision-making accountability the
District and its Board embraces for the benefit of the citizens (present and future).
(next page has index of additional supporting attachments, Series C to E)

‡

As a clarity point: “The minutes, presented in action format” fails to clearly indicate whether the policy is indicating Action minutes
(as claimed by 4/25/19 Staff Report 7c, item 3 on pg. 5) or Summary minutes (when factoring in context from Section 4140.1.5).

Attached are supporting documentation and examples:
A-series:
Cost analysis of Transcription vs. Clerk of the Board vs. District Administrator
• There are insignificant District savings to be found in the minutes generating process – even
when working down from the high-information quality option of the 2017-type minutes.
-

B-series:
KPPCSD Retention Policy Section
• Minutes are the only record of board meeting events retained in perpetuity by the KPPCSD.
-

C-series:
Page from Robert’s Rules, Albany manual, & old KPPCSD manual
• Parliamentary procedure generally indicates that there should be a level of detail in public
minutes – staff elements of Robert’s Rules are beyond the scope of the KPPCSD.
• Albany’s formal policy, even when establishing bare-bone summary minutes, still acknowledges
value in recording considerations as needed.
• The old KPPCSD policy is essentially one advocating maximal transparency for the historical
record, even being ahead of transparency laws at the time of its adoption.
-

D-series:
Clippings from recent minutes of the KPPCSD, KFPD, & neighboring cities
• The immortalizing of debate allows for more nuanced records of political positions and thought
process beyond a simple vote tally of Yes/No/Abstain.
• Detailed minutes also provide better transparency, accountability, and context to governance
when compared to actions or heavily distilled summaries.
E-series:
Sample minutes from KFPD in 1993 & 1995
• Example of how significant events in KFPD history are lost in action minutes or limited summary
minutes.
SUBMITTED BY: Director Cyrus Modavi
P.S. – As cross-reference to recent minute discussions:
• February 23, 2017
• July 13, 2017
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Cost analysis of Transcription vs. Clerk of the Board vs. District Administrator
Assumptions:
− Two 3.5 hour Board Meetings for all 12 months = 84 hrs
− Five 2 hour Finance Committee meetings per Fiscal Year = 10 hrs
o Total meeting time = 94 hrs
-

−

Clerk of the Board rate of ~40 $/hr, based on estimate accepted by the District (see 2018-08-09)
o That pure action minutes have no significant write up time added
o That minute formatting/write up is 0.5 hr for every 1 hr meeting for summary minutes.

−

District Administrator rate of 49.41 $/hr (via PRA)
o That minute formatting/write up is 1 hr for every 1 hr meeting for the “deliberative” summary
minutes the District produced up until April, 2018

-

GoTranscription (“ad hoc transcription-minutes”):
https://gotranscript.com/transcription-cost-estimate

Clerk of the Board:
Action Minutes: (94 hrs)(40 $/hrs) ≈ 3760 $/yr
Summary Minutes: (94 hrs)(1.5 per formatting)(40 $/hrs) ≈ 5640 $/yr
District Administrator deliberative minutes: (94 hrs)(2 per formatting)(40 $/hrs) ≈ 7,520 $/yr
District Administrator:*
*Minute taking work is in addition to combined role at meeting as general support staff and as present to be updated on District operations and
fund authorizations (as related to handling the bills and payroll).

Deliberative minutes: (94 hrs)(2 per formatting)(49.41 $/hr) ≈ 9,289 $/yr
Deliberative minutes_Max: (94 hrs)(2.25 per formatting)(49.41 $/hr) ≈ 10,450 $/yr

Thus, maximal savings are around 5,500 – 7,000 $/yr for removing deliberative minutes.
Consider the following monetary elements: (from finance committee provided documents)
− Over-expenditures on Consultants (Account 835): approx. 49,000 $ in FY17-18
−

Negotiated PSB lease (above older 1 $/yr amount): approx. 35,000 $/yr

−

Net gain of police grant money brought in by KPD officer efforts: approx. 151,000 $ in FY17-18

That said, quoting the minutes from February 23, 2017:
“Director Welsh said he agreed with what he’d heard from the bulk of the speakers: It’s nice to have a
written record that someone spent time ensuring was accurate. He said it was better to err on
verbatium than not have enough…he thought this was the wrong place to look [for ways to save the
District Money].”
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Page from Robert’s Rules, Albany manual, CSDA manual & old KPPCSD manual
[emphasis added in all cases]
Rober’s Rules of Order (4ed, Revised)
(4th edition is provided on-line: http://www.rulesonline.com/)
59. Secretary, or Clerk
[…]
The secretary should […] keep a record of the proceedings, stating what was done and not what was said,
unless it is to be published, and never making criticisms, favorable or otherwise, on anything said or done. This
record, usually called the minutes, is kept as explained in the next section. […]
60. The Minutes.
[…]
Minutes to be Published. When the minutes are to be published, in addition to the strict record of what is
done, as heretofore described, they should contain a list of the speakers on each side of every question, with
an abstract of all addresses, if not the addresses in full, when written copies are furnished. In this case the
secretary should have an assistant. With some annual conventions it is desired to publish the proceedings in full.
In such cases it is necessary to employ a stenographer as assistant to the secretary. Reports of committees
should be printed exactly as submitted, the minutes showing what action was taken by the assembly in regard
to them; or, they may be printed with all additions in italics and parts struck out enclosed in brackets in which
case a note to that effect should precede the report or resolutions. In this way the reader can see exactly what
the committee reported and also exactly what the assembly adopted or endorsed.

Albany P&P Manual policy on Minutes
(Updated Jan 22nd, 2019 – https://www.albanyca.org/home/showdocument?id=40344)
Pg. 23-24
H. MINUTES
H-1. PREPARATION OF MINUTES
The minutes shall consist of a clear concise statement of each and every Council action, including the
motions made at the vote thereon. Minutes shall serve as a summary of the meeting, and shall not be
verbatim. Reasons for making a motion, or voting, Council debate, and audience reaction, are
generally irrelevant for purposes of the minutes. Such items may be included if considered to
be particularly relevant or otherwise necessary by the City Clerk in the first instance and by the
Council in the final instance. The City Clerk shall have exclusive responsibility for preparation of the
minutes, and any directions for changes in the minutes shall be made only by action of the City Council.
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KPPCSD 1997 P&P Manual
(Transcription of Policy 5060.5.1 to 5060.5.3)
(PDF pg. 179-180 – Adopted/Inserted October 19, 2006)
5060.5.1
The minutes of Board meetings shall record all motions, resolutions, and ordinances as
having passed or failed, and individual votes shall be recorded.‡ All resolutions and ordinances adopted
by the Board shall be numbered sequentially starting new at the beginning of each calendar year.
5060.5.2
The minutes of Board meetings shall also include the following information, if relevant:
• Date, place and type of each meeting;
• Directors present and absent, by name;
• Administrative staff present, by name;
• Visitors and delegations appearing before the Board, by name;
• Call to order, including time;
• Time and name of Directors or District staff arriving late;
• Time and name of Directors or District staff departing before adjournment;
• Names of Directors or District staff absent during the deliberation of an agenda item regardless of
whether action was taken;
• Summarial record of public comment regarding matters not on the agenda, including names of
commentators, if provided;
• Summarial record of staff reports and Board member comments;
• Approval of the minutes or amended minutes of preceding meetings;
• Approval of financial reports;
• Approval of any items included in the consent calendar;
• Summarial information as to each subject of the Board's deliberation and its disposition;
• Resolutions and ordinances described as to their substantive context;
• Record of all contracts and agreements, and their amendment, approved by the Board;
• All announcements of employment, resignations, or terminations of employment within the
District;
• A record of all described bidding procedures and stages in a bidding process, including the
authorization of calls for bids, bids received, and acceptance of bids;
• Adoption of the annual budget;
• Adoption of new or amended policies and procedures;
• Approval of all dispositions of District assests§;
• Approval of all purchases of District assests§;
• Record of the vote of each Director on every item for which there was a vote;‡ and,
• Time of meeting adjournment.
5060.5.3
The minutes shall include any other information the Board may deem to be of
importance.

‡

Interesting legal fact: This requirement from 2006 was ahead of its time, as legal requirements for recoding votes by
individuals was only mandated from around 2013 after the passing of SB751
§
Typo is present in original document
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Clippings from recent minutes of the KPPCSD, KFPD, & neighboring cities
KPPCSD (July. 14, 2016)

KPPCSD (June. 22, 2017)

KFPD (February. 13, 2019)

KFPD (March 13, 2019)
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El Cerrito City Council (Dec. 18, 2018)

Albany City Council (February 19, 2019)

Berkeley City Council (Dec. 5, 2019) – “annotated agenda”
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